Abstract
Introduction
The inverse dynamic model is important for high performance control algorithms, and the forward dynamic model is required for their simulation. For, these two applications the numerical values of thy dynamic parameters (inertial and friction) must he known. The determination of the base inertial parameters, which represent the only identifiable parameters [Z], is treated in this paper by a numerical method [3] . This 
Kinematic modeling of the Orthoglide
The Orthoglide has three P W a R identical legs (where P, R and Pa stand for Prismatic, Revolute and Parallelogram joint, respectively). Each leg is composed of six passive revolute joints and 1 active prismatic joint, The following kinematic models are presented in [6] : i) The inverse kinematic model of the robot:
Where 'J; is the inverse Jacobian mabix of the Orthoglide, which is always regular in the working space.
ii) The inverse kinematic model of a leg i: Where J;' is the inverse Jacobian matrix of the leg i The velocities of the other joints of each leg can be obtained in terms of q, (see appendix).
iii) The second order inverse kinematic model of the leg:
Inverse dynamic model
The inverse dynamic model gives the motorized forces, rrobot, in terms of the desired trajectoly of the mobile platform oPp,ov,,ov~. The dynamic model is computed in two steps. First we calculate, :the reaction forces of the platform on the legs at point P, which is denoted by fj, then the Newton-Euler equation of the platform is applied to obtain the motor forces [6] .
The general form of the inverse dynamic model of a leg i, is written as (see appendix):
Where: HI is the inverse dynamic model of leg i, when its terminal point is kee. (8) Where:
He is the inverse dynamic model with respect to the position Cartesian space at point P ( fig.3) Off, = -H, (q~,q~,q,)+'J~,:,,,r, (9) Where J:,:,i, represents the i ' column of the inverse transpose Jacobian matrix of the robot.
The Newton-Euler equation of the platform is written as (no rotation):
With: given by:
From equations (9) K, is the vector of the standard dynamic parameters of the leg i, such that: 
Base dynamic parameters of the robot
The base dynamic parameters represent the minimum number of parameters from which the dynamic model can be calculated. The dynamic model complexity is reduced when computed by the base dynamic parameters. Besides, they constitute the only identifiable parameters [3] . They can be obtained from the standard parameters, by eliminating the dynamic parameters that have no effect on the dynamic model and by grouping some others.
To determine them, we use a numerical method, which is based on the QR decomposition Dqi is the distance between the axes of q,, and qai ( fig.3) .
To understand the physical meaning of these grouped parameters, let us consider that the center of mass of links 3, and 7, is in the middle of OliOni and 07i08i respectively. The base dynamic parameters of the Orthoglide are given in table 1, on which we added an offset on the motor forces. The masse Mlm will be grouped with Off,.
Thus the total number of parameters is 43. (23)
Computation of D B~~
The vector HI of the leg i can he written as:
Where the elements of Dd correspond to the base parameters corresponding to the motorized joint (MalRi, 
Identification of the base dynamic parameters
The identification has been carried out using least squares techniques on the dynamic model as described by Gautier in [13] , [14] . To identify the base dynamic parameters some trajectories are sampled at different times. The matrix D , , , is calculated for each sample and all of them are collected in the matrix W, to obtain the following overdetermined linear system of equations:
Where:
p is the modeling error; W is the (31xc) observation matrix and Y is the (31x1) matrix corresponding to the joint forces for all the samples, with c = 23 and r represents the number of the samples.
The solution of the linear system of equations (32) gives the estimation of the base dynamic parameters.
Experimental results
The identification method has been experimentally carried out on the Orthoglide prototype of the IRCCyN. The motors are AC servomotors. The control system is based on a DSPACE 1103 digital signal-processing card. The sampling period is 2.5 ms.
Planning of the identification trajectory
To identify the base dynamic parameters the choice of the robot trajectory is very important in order to excite the different parameters [15] . The condition number of W has been used to select the best trajectory. This number measures the sensitivity of the solution with respect to the noise in the data. The Orthoglide motorized joints could be derived independently. So trajectories have been generated between random joint positions. By simulation we selected IO random trajectories giving a good condition number. The trajectories are then executed on the real system and sampled with a period which is equal to 2.5 ms. The matrix D,,, is calculated for each sample and all of them are collected in the observation matrix W.
Estimation of the observation matrix
The computation of the D,,, matrix needs the estimation of the joint positions, velocities and accelerations. The joint positions are measured thanks to the digital encoder. The joint positions have been filtered with a 4'-order low-pass Butterworth filter in both the forward and reverse directions to avoid phase distortion. The corresponding cut-off frequency is 100 Hz. The joint velocities and accelerations are calculated using numerical derivation based on a central difference algorithm. In fact, low-pass filtering associated with a difference algorithm provides a pass-band filter to estimate derivatives at low frequency, which avoid derivating high frequency noise [13] .
In order to eliminate high frequency torque noises and ripples from Y, the columns of W and the vector Y are filtered in a process called parallel filtering, using the function "decimate" of order 5 from Matlab [ 131.
Estimation of the dynamic parameters
The least squares solution has been applied to relation (32) in order to estimate the dynamic parameters:
Where W' is the pseudo-inverse of W. The standard deviations are estimated considering the matrix W to be deterministic one, and p to be a zero mean additive independent noise, with standard deviation a,,. The variance-covariance matrix of the estimation error and standard deviations can be calculated by The relative standard deviation is given by: We note that the identified values are in accordance with respect to our knowledge of the system. The parameters Mw is near the a priori value, wbicb is 1. 5 Kg.
The estimation errors of each parameter oh are acceptable (except Off,, which could be neglected). The condition number of the observation matrix is very good. We note that the effect of the rotor inertia, viscous friction and coulomb friction of the motorized joints are important compared to the effect of the base parameters of the parallelogram links. The dynamic model corresponding to the parameters of table 3 is easy to compute on line for control purpose.
Validation of the results
Two main validation procedures have been carried out: i) The comparison of the estimated torques with respect to the measured torques on the trajectory that have been used in the identification, and with some other trajectories that have been not used in the identification.
ii) The addition of a payload on the platform to observe the evolution of the mass parameter of the platform MRP.
All these tests show very good results.
Conclusion
This paper presents the identification of the dynamic parameters of the Orthoglide, a 3-DOF parallel robot that moves in the Cartesian space with fixed orientation. The dynamic identification model is based on the inverse dynamic model, which is linear in the parameters. The model is computed in terms of the Cartesian dynamic model elements of the legs and of the Newton-Euler equation of the platform. The base inertial parameters of the robot, which constitute the minimum number of inertial parameters, are determined using a numerical method using the QR decomposition. We proposed to make use of the similarity of the legs in order to reduce the number of parameters and to improve the condition number of the observation matrix. Experimental results are presented, and the validation is very good. Future work will concern the use of the identified model to control the robot using a dynamic control law.
